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Sundarbans

THE SUNDARBANS

In the south western part of Bangladesh, in the district of Khulna,
the Ganges with her many mouths flows out to the sea. Here
lies the Sundarban—"the beautiful forest", or the Sundarbans as
it came to be called when some anonymous traveller or administrator changed the singular into plural. In this deltaic region the
rivers, streams and creeks meander in and out of wood and glade,
making a crazy patchwork of land and water.
It is a virgin forest which, until recently, owed nothing to human
endevourand yet nature has laid it out with as much care as a
planned pleasure ground. For miles and miles, the lofty treetops form an unbroken canopy, while nearer the ground, works
of high and ebb tide marked on the soil and tree trunks as well as
the varieties of a natural mangrove forest has much to give to a
visitor.
Here land and water meet in many novel fashions possibly rarely
seen in any other place. For instance, when high tide waves (four
to eight feet high) wash the wooded islets, the multitudes of
wild creatures scramble to safety all together to whatever height
they can find and the lion—the tiger to be exact—literally lies
down with the lamb ! Here the Royal Bengal Tiger can be seen
to swim across the swollen streams and the crocodile basking
on the river banks.
There are many other spectacles of wild life. Towards evening
herds of deer make for the darkling glades where boisterous
monkeys shower 'Keora' leaves down upon them from above.
For the botanist, the nature-lover, the poet and the painter this
land provides a variety of wonders with its limitless wealth of
foliage.
This is a land also for the sportsmen, the anglers and the photographers with its abundance of game, big and small; crocodile,
wild boars, deer, pythons, ducks and snipes and above all the
Royal Bengal Tiger, cunning, ruthless and yet majestic and beautiful. For the less adventurously inclined, there are ducks and snipes,
herons and coots, yellow-lags and sand-pipers. It is also the land
for the ordinary holiday makers who desire to rest or wander at will
to refresh their mind and feast their eyes with the rich treasure
that nature has offered in a vast greenery.
Forest Limits
The Sundarbans occupies the southern half of the Khulna district.
This naturally grown mangrove forest, largest in the world, is
bounded to the east by the Baleswar (or Haringhata ) river and
to the west by the Raimagal and Hariabhanga rivers, which form
partially Bangladesh boundary with West Bengal in India. The
southern boundary of the forest is the Bay of Bengal. No definite
line can be drawn for the northern boundary because, as the
delta formation goes on, man pushes further southward to cultivate the fertile alluvion. It occupies an approximate territory of
2400 sq. miles within 21° 30° -22°30° north parallels and 89°90° E. longitudes. The forest derives its name from the Sundari
tree (major product of forest, about 73% of total extractions),
which when felled and polished looks exceedingly beautiful.
The forest is crisscrossed with innumerable rivers and canals
which all are the estuaries of the Ganges as also the Brahmaputra and which flow through the forest into the Bay of Bengal.

Exciting activities take place in Dublarchar in the forest where
fishermen from Chittagong gather for four months (mid Oct.
to mid Feb.) to catch and dry fish from the sea. Their catch also
include the sharks and the flying fish. A very colourful religious
congregation of the low-caste Hindus also take place in Dublar
Char (Oct. 17-18) when a fair is also held. When the fishing season is over the island becomes desolate for the rest eight months
of the year. But the most daring and exciting of all activities is
presented up by the honey-collectors who work in groups for
just two months (April-May) and it is extraordinary to see how
they locate a hive and then collect honey. These are the people
who most often fall into tiger's mouth.

Main rivers are Pashur, Malancha, Jamuna, Marjat, Kapotakkhi,
Raimangal, Haringhata and Hariabhanga. The Principal crosschannels are Bosekhali, Deluti and Chitra. Water is saline everywhere which is why the labour force of the forest all have to carry
sweet water with them in huge earthen jars, to drink inside the
forest.
The Sundarban Forest is under the control of a Divisional Forest
Officer who is based at Khulna. The forest area is divided into
four ranges, viz., Sarankhola (221,4'0 acres), Chandpai (200,400
acres), Khulna Range with Range office in Nalianala (230,635
acres) and Sathkhira Range with Range office in Burigoalini
(353,625 acres). Each of these ranges is under the control of
a Forest Range Officer. Under the four ranges, there are 17 forest
stations each headed by a Deputy Range Officer or Station Officer.
There are also 4 Beat Stations and 21 Coupes and 32 Patrol
Posts. In the Sundarbans forest, there are 3 wildlife sanctuaries
(see map). Sundarbans is a reserved forest and none can enter
into its territory without prior permission from the Divisional
Forest Officer in Khulna.

Flora and Fauna

Sundarbans

Climate

Climate is moderate. Mean rainfall is 70". The forest being vast
it also rains here in fall and even in spring. Full monsoon is from
June to September. Air inside is humid, 77% throughout the
year, and 88% in rainy seasons. During monsoon.a very peculiar
phenomenon of nature, thunderous sounds—as if discharges
of cannons, are heard along the estuaries of big rivers, which
are called "Barisal Guns". Authorities,being unable to ascertain
what they are, have termed those as actions of electricity. Most
remarkable phenomenon in the Sundarbans is the high and ebb
tide which visit the entire area twice everyday. During ebb tide
the forest becomes bare by 6-7 feet and at high tide (30 miles an
hour) the entire 2400 sq. miles of the forest, in her glorious look,
floats on water, offering up an unforgettable sight. High tide
carries fruits of trees to distant parts of the forest and thus newer
growth'of the forest is maintained everywhere. Huge country
boats carrying upto 500 maunds of logs or "gol leaf" ply up or
downwards with the favour of either high or ebb tide ; at other
times, they wait in anchor.

visitors

::al fishermen .

History

The Sundarbans was formed by the millions of tons of fertile soils
carried by the many rivers called 'the mouths of the Ganges".
The process is always on. The forest was much bigger once but
it was reclaimed in a planned way over the past centuries. Then
again,upper part of it was populated by man once but, chiefly
because of frequent attacks of the Portugese and Mogh pirates
in the 17th century, the entire region became depopulated; ruins
of palaces, houses, mosques, temples etc. can still be seen deep
inside the forest.
History has it that saint conqueror Khan Jahan Ali came here
over four centuries ago to reclaim and cultivate the Sundarbans,
which was4hen a waste and covered with forest. He had obtained
a grant from the then Emperor of Delhi in this regard. With 60,000
soldiers and followers he came to the Sundarbans and reclaimed
vast tracts of jungles. He marched through the district making
his road as he proceeded and made his seat finally at Bagerhat.
Tradition assigns to him many remains found in various parts
of the districts, especially those near Bagerhat. His tomb and
the great mosque are still intact and attracts hundreds of visitors.
In the Sathkhira subdivision inside the forest are found ruins
associated with the name of Raja Pratapaditya, a 17th century
overlord.

To see or to shoot a Royal Bengal Tiger with camera is a rare
chance, but if orte perseveres he may be able to find a tiger crossing a canal or moving majestically alone (excepting in mating
season a tiger is alone always) through his domain, or may be a
tigress with her cubs following the mother closely. There are
now about 400 tigers in the Sundarbans. Using a bait for the
purpose is often fruitful. Loveliest spotted deers are easy to see,
they graze in tens and twenties early in the morning or in late
afternoon near the river banks. One sight alone can be rewarding
enough for many years. Wild boars, who also move about in
groups, seldom attack man. Jovial monkeys are seen on ground
and atop trees, cooing oftener than not to their friend—the
deer. Among the rare species are the adjutant birds, the golden
eagles and the golden cranes.
Number of crocodiles has now increased. Like the tigers on land
these are also there everywhere in the waters. Crocodiles are
mostly seen in winter, single or may be a number of them together basking in the sun for hours on the river banks. They are
the most exciting to see or to shoot from a boat. All crocodiles
are man-eaters. The rivers teem also with sharks, so much so
that it is not safe to dip in river water for five minutes anywhere
in the forest.
The beautiful Sundarbans is unparalled in many aspects : her
vastness baffles a visitor, her flora are gorgeous, her fauna, the
Royal Bengal Tiger, the spotted deer and all are magnificent;

Life in Forest

Tourists on board the launch.

Only means of transport inside the forest is boat. One has to go
from place to place through rivers, canals and creeks. There is
no road.no trail of a path anywhere. Forest staff, wood-cutters
(called Bawalies), fishermen (called Jeles) and honey-collectors
(called Mauals) who work in the forest all have to move in boats.
The Bawalies make temporary dwellings at the edge of the forest
at a height of 8-10 feet—for fear of tigers—others live on boats.
The Bawalies fell huge trees with hand-axes deep in the forest
and in extremely dangerous surroundings, so mucn so as may
be hard to believe. The fishermen work all the 24 hours, in the
Chandpai region it is fascinating to see the nomadic fishermen
(living with families in boats) catching fish with the help of trained otters. Angling from a tiniest possible boat is also remarkable.

The Forest.

and the fearless "Bawalies" and "Mauals" who work here in a
very different and perilous circumstance have no equal anywhere in the world. A visit to this forest is much more rewarding
than one may think of.
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shrimp freezing plants, one big power generating station, one
hardboard mills (that use Sundari wood of the Sundarbans
forest) and one very big newsprint mills (that use gewa wood of
the Sundarbans forest). The Bangladesh Parjatan Corporation (BPC) has a hotel in Khulna along with a small road and
river transport unit and an Information centre for holiday makers.
20 miles south west of Khulna is Bagerhat, where stands the
great ancient 60-domed mosque built in 1459 and the mausoleum of its builder Khan Jahan Ali. Parjatan can provide transport for tourists for going from Khulna to Bagerhat. They also
run a Tourist Inn. here.

Visit to the Forest
Tourists are advised to take written permission from the Divisional Forest Officer, Khulna (Phone : 20665) in order to enter
Sundarbans. They are also advised to take cholera vaccine well
in time and to carry with them anti-diarrhoeal and anti-malarial
tablets and insect-repellent cream. If possible it is better to
carry drinking water from Khulna as inside the forest there is
no tubewell anywhere.
Green coconuts are quite good also.
A medical Kit against snake bite is most advisable. In emergency,
nearest medical centre is at Hiron Point. Qualified doctors may
also be available in the outskirts of the forest. Light tropical
dress is better and to protect the feet and legs thick rubber soled
boots should be worn (gum boots are even better), as inside the
forest it is muddy everywhere. Tourists must not enter into forest
without armed forest guards, must always keep a stick in hand
in the jungle, must not dip or swim in the river water for even
five minutes and must tether their boats at least ten yards away
from the bank while at rest. It is perilous to enter into the forest
alone without a guard or a guide as there is every possibility of
loosing direction

Mangla
The sea port Mangla which effectively copes with the increased
volume of import and export trade in the western part of the
country, is situated just on the outskirt of the forest and 22 miles
from Khulna. The port and the bazar is worth seeing. There is
also a bunglow here which belongs to the Port of Chalna Authority where accommodation for tourists can be arranged through
the Parjatan Corporation. There is also a 12-room hotel with
a restaurant and a bar. Mangla is now connected with Khulna
by motorable road.

Hiron Point
Motor lanuch on way to the Sundarbans

Tourists' Season
Best time to visit the Sundarbans is November to March. Work
inside the forest goes on in full swing from July to February. In
winter some parts of the forest are not submerged by high tide and
hence remain dry. Exciting honey collection season is during
April-May. Forest staff at Khulna may be consulted for suggestions as to which places to go and for what as well as to find out
the latest facilities available "inside the forest.

Shooting in the

Forest

For the preservation of wild life, big game hunting is now prohibited by law in the country. Certain species of birds, however,
can be shot with prior permission of the Chief Conservator of
Forests, Dhaka (Phone! 605845) or the D.F.O., Khulna, (Phone!
20665, 21173).
Communication with Dhaka
In order to reach Sundarbans, one has first to go the Khulna, a
Divisional Headquarters on the bank of river Rupsa. Located
about 200 miles south-west of Dhaka, Khulna is linked with it
by rail, road, river, and air through Jessore. Most pleasant journey from Dhaka to Khulna is by the paddle steamer called rocket
service which reaches in 24 hours offering up a very picturesque
panorama of rural Bangladesh, enabling the tourists to know
almost half the country.There is a daily mail train service also
(with one trans-shipment on the way crossing the mighty Jamuna
by a steamer) should anyone like it that way. Day and night
long comfortable luxury coach services by road are also there
(crossing the mighty Padma by a launch ) which reach Khulna
in just 7 hours. The fare is also reasonable. Most time-saving
is by air. There is a daily service from Dh aka to Jessore, and then
a 40-minute drive along a highway pastgreen pastures and amidst
villages, takes a visitor to Khulna. From Khulna, one has to hire
a motor launch or a country boat to go to the Sundarbans.

About 6 hours journey by motor launch from Khulna and 4 hours
from Wlangla, deep into the interior of Sundarbans is a picturesque place called Hiron Point. Port of Chalna Authority has
set up a pilot station here and it has a fairly large settlement. There
is a comfortable three-storied Rest House belonging to the Port
of Chalna Authority which can be used by the tourists by prior
arrangement with the Parjatan Corporation. There is also a
heliport here. From Hiron Point, one can go all around Sundarbans through creeks and rivers. Shekher Tek is another place
in the Sundarbans which is almost at the central position of
the forest. It is well-known tc the wood-cutters and visitors.
Dhumghat, also located in the forest, was once the capital of
Pratapaditya where, ruins of ancient buildings, monuments &
temples can be seen.

Khulna

Tourists in tents inside Sundarbans

Khulna (Pop. 4,36,000) is the country's third biggest industrial
city and a thriving inland port which serves as a gateway to the
seaport of Mangla (22m.) and the Sundarbans. There are a
dozen of jute mills here, one well-equipped shipyard (shipbuilding, repair) two large match factories (that use gewa wood
of the forest), one telephone cable factory, cold storages, two

Sundarbans viewed from the Pasur river.
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Fares between Dhaka and Khulna
Air: Ta. 300/-; Railway: A/C Class Ta. 49'5/-; 1st Class Ta. 275/-;
Steamer: IstClassTa. 424/-; Road Transport: Ta. 65/-to Ta. 85/-.
Airline Office in Khulna
Bangladesh Biman, KDA Building, Khulna. Phones : 61249,
61 036.
Surface Transport in Khulna
Land and water tourist transports are available with the Parjatan Corporation.
Car : Ta. 40/- per hour and Ta. 5/- per mile.
Microbus (14 seater) : Ta. 607- per hour and Ta. 7/- per mile.
Speed Boats : Ta. 260/- per running hour.
Transport in the Forest
Inside the forest private country boats can be hired through good
offices of the Forest staff ; charge is moderate.
Hotels, Restaurants & Bars
Hotel Selim Restaurant & Bar
33, Shamsur Rahman Road, Khulna
Ph. 24711, 20191. Cable. "PARJATAN," Khulna.
Rates: Ta. 75-200/-.
Hotel Rupsa International
Jessore Road, Khulna
Ph. 61563, Rates: Double Ta. 100-175/-.
Hotel Park, Khulna
Ph. 62543 Rates: Ta. 50-75/-.
Hotel Al-Prince & Bar, Mangla.
Ph. 454, Rates : Ta. 30-607-.
Tourists'lnn, Bagerhat.
Rates : Ta. 20-25/-.
Guest Houses
Port Guest House, Mangla.
Port Guest House, Hiron Point, Sundarbans (can be booked
through BPC)
Clubs
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Khulna Club,
Crescent Jute Mills Club,
Newsprint Mills Club (Khalishpur).
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International boundary
Range boundary
Range station
Sand and mud
Game Sanctuary

Guided Tours
Parjatan Corporation arranges guided package tours for
groups of 10 and above from Dhaka to Khulna and Sundarbans
during the tourist season. For rates and booking contact :
Manager (Tours), Bangladesh Parjatan Corporation, Old Airport Building, Tejgaon, Dhaka-15. Telex 642206 Tour BJ.

